WRITE YOUR ACCEPTANCE
ON-LINE PERSONAL STATEMENT WORKSHOP

Tuesday, March 16 2021 from 6:00 –8:00 PM
Join URL: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/2886396717

The personal statement can be one of the most difficult part of application process for students who are applying to a health professions program. This workshop will guide you through the beginning of the steps you need to write a personal statement that will help stand out, show your authenticity and receive an interview to multiple schools. At the end of the workshop, you will be able to:

- Develop a narrative
- Add critical thinking
- Tell your story on why medicine

How is the personal statement used by the admissions committee?

It is one of the components of your entire application with the GPA, MCAT or DAT, GRE, Letters of Recommendations, Shadowing, Research and Leadership skills. The personal statement is reviewed by multiple people during the admission process. The personal statement will connect a story with a face and will separate you from other applicants.

Hosted By:
Josie Urbistondo, University of Miami
https://www.youtube.com/c/WriteYourAcceptance
Gina Jones and Ana Botero, Florida Atlantic University Pre-Health Office